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Hi,
As you read this, the year is quickly winding down and we are all looking
forward to Christmas and the New year.
May I take this opportunity to wish you all a very Merry Christmas and a
happy and safe New Year.
Personally, I regard the festive season as an opportunity to gather more
closely together those people who hold a special place in our hearts, to
wish them the best and to celebrate their lives and success.
At a professional level it also allows us a chance to look back at the
significant moments, the big decisions made or the smaller ones which
ended up having big outcomes attached to them. For me, the single
biggest issue was our National Conference in Brisbane – the culmination
of a million other smaller steps leading to what many described as a
wonderful event.
I would like to extend a vote of thanks to all of the people who worked so
very hard, many in areas ‘behind the scenes’ to make the event the
success it was. Well Done!
To our remarkable State Committees, may I also commend you on your
efforts over the course of 2016. The volunteer ethos is one that is strongly
entrenched in Australia, but few people would think of their work on
these Committees as representing this ethos in practice – but that is
precisely what it is. And this organisation would not exist if it were not for
your efforts.
I operate a very lean office and have been fortunate to retain the same
staff for all of this year, indeed since early last year. They perform their
myriad duties in what are often very constrained time-frames and
deadlines that would scare most people. Their good humour and
professionalism are traits I value and which are reflected in the manner in
which they complement the work of the many volunteer ‘on the ground’
people I remarked on a moment earlier.
Over the course of my working for itSMF Australia the organisation has
been very fortunate to have had a Board of Directors of undoubted talent
and commitment. The inevitable personnel changes along the way have
merely confirmed the depth of collective knowledge and ‘smarts’ we are
able to draw on for our governance and strategic management.
To all of these people I owe a vote of thanks.
I need to thank one other group of people – you, the members of itSMFA.
All of us, the staff, Board and Branch Committees are working for you. It is
your organisation, you own it and our work needs to reflect your needs.
The coming year, 2017, will hold every bit as many challenges as this one
which has now so nearly run its course. We are now well placed to
manage these and also to capitalise on the many opportunities that will
inevitably come our way as well. My job, as the CEO, is to position us in
such a way that we can avail ourselves of these largely free of the need to
worry about our day to day viability. With your help we have achieved
this.
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A Word from the Chairman
Dear Members
This is the final Bulletin for 2016 – and what a big year it has been.

broader community who live in an IT environment that is fast paced
and rapidly evolving.

As I write this, the National Seminar program is all but completed, we
have a successful National Conference behind us with planning for
next year’s already well underway. Your conference committee are
actively looking at how we might widen our audience and appeal.

The danger for our organisation is to settle down and to allow things
to unfold at their own pace means that we’ll be left behind. Our
relevance will decline and the community we strive to build will
wither.

The Seminar program is the foundation of our Forum: a unique
offering of four events in every state and territory aimed at
enhancing the professional knowledge of our Members and their
guests. This year we saw several of our state chapters enhance their
offering. As a result they attract larger numbers to connect with our
community. Queensland continued with its strong support and I was
super impressed by the rapid growth in South Australia and
Tasmania too. Really every one of the State Committees deserves a
pat on the back for their continued dedication, focus on fresh ideas,
and selfless work – Thank you.

Your Board and State Branches are keen to engage at the forefront
of thought leadership in Service Management. At our meetings and
in The Bulletin you will already see fresh thinking about best
practices, personal leadership, career growth and engagement with
new areas like DevOps. Our aim is to grow our members by continually connecting, you with the knowledge and wisdom you need to
lead IT into the future.

Our 20th National Conference will be held in Melbourne – 22nd to
the 24th of August - in the Sofitel hotel continuing on in the super
successful workshop plus two day format pioneered 2 years
ago. These are major wins for us, we are able to present a winning
format of Conference in a venue that I know you will enjoy, following
on from our recent success in Brisbane.
Finally, myself and your Board are looking at ways the Australian
Chapter can ensure it continues to engage all our members and the

I have challenged our Board to think differently and to start quickly
by personally engaging with the DevOps movement. Each of us will
shortly produce a small blog post. A reflection on our learning about
DevOps. I encourage you to do the same and join the conversation.
Keep an eye on social media and our website for fresh thinking in
the coming months.
I wish all our members a wonderful Christmas. I hope you enjoy the
summer and are refreshed and recharged for an exciting 2017.
Warm regards,
Bradley Busch

itSMF Australia
Call for Articles
The Bulletin has a long and distinguished
alan.hollensen@itsmf.org.au

history with itSMF.
Now is the perfect opportunity for you to make a
tangible contribution to your own industry journal.
We are calling for articles from Members for
publication in The Bulletin based on your

direct

triumphs, (or tragedies) or relate to your analysis of
issues you see playing out in the Industry.
Your First Step?

experience.

A initial approach directly to the Editor is a

Articles should be in the order of 800 –1,000 words,

sensible first step and you will find my contact details

although both shorter and longer contributions will
be welcome depending on space and of course
content. They may reflect your own workplace
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above. I will also work closely with you during the
preparation of your article and will provide any
assistance you might require.

Susie Farquhar discusses why ITIL is “not only for big
organisations” and can be used by organisations of any size.
Is ITIL only for large organisations? Over the years
in my consulting role I’ve encountered a number
of people who believe ITIL isn’t for their
organisation because of that misconception.
They often feel that ITIL is too big, complex and
arduous for their business, saying something like:
“I don’t have and can’t afford to employ 26
process owners.”
“By thinking of ITIL as a cumbersome set of rules
designed for big businesses, many professionals
think that ITIL is going to radically disrupt their
organisation by forcing them to change how
they do things; this simply isn’t the case.
By thinking of ITIL as a cumbersome set of rules
designed for big businesses, many professionals
think that ITIL is going to radically disrupt their
organisation by forcing them to change how
they do things; this simply isn’t the case.
In essence, ITIL is a process approach that should
be tailored and can fit any business no matter
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what shape or size. It’s the process approach of ITIL
where much of its value lies.
I once had a CIO say to me “My different technical
teams can’t use the same process for Change
Management!”.
What she didn’t understand is that it’s not a structure
set in stone, it’s merely saying: “that thing there that
you are already doing is, in fact, part of this process”.
The process flow, once documented, then clearly
shows where it goes next, and who needs to do what
in what time-frame.

A tailored approach
By thinking about ITIL as a process approach the
guidance can be cherry-picked, with organisations
selecting which elements they need and are most
relevant for their size of business.
While professionals should understand the full-service
lifecycle and how the stages interlink, individual
businesses can focus on what’s interesting and useful
to their organisation.

When I support businesses beginning the adoption of
ITIL, I always advise them not to “eat the elephant”
all in one go, but in small bites.
Organisations should start by thinking about the
problems and issues they have then look at ITIL to
address and improve those areas. Once the
fundamentals are in place, they can then use ITIL in
a more sophisticated way to evolve their service offerings by, for instance, becoming faster or more
integrated.

A resource for resourcing
Within ITIL’s process approach, there are universal
resources that can be used by organisations
regardless of size. For example, one of the very basic
ideas within ITIL of using a priority matrix in Incident
Management to focus technical effort is even more
important for a smaller organisation where these
resources are often spread very thinly.
“Another
very
common
denominator
for
problems across teams is lack of role clarity: clearly
documented ITIL processes can be used by
businesses of all sizes to bring clarity to roles and
responsibilities.
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Just because ITIL has 26 processes, and each one
must have a Process Owner - that doesn’t mean
having 26 different people each doing one of
them, but assigning each of the roles to an existing
position in your organisation chart in a logical
manner.
Regardless of size, every business needs to
understand who its customers are and what
services they need. By using ITIL’s Service Portfolio
and Catalogue Management processes, all IT
service provider organisations can get clear about
what’s necessary and be more strategic in their
approach.
This post first appeared on the AXELOS Bloghttps://www.axelos.com/news/blogs/september2016/itil-is-only-for-big-organizations

itSMF announces the 20th Service Management
Conference

TAS

To be held on the 23rd & 24th August 2017 with a
workshop day on the 22nd August
SOFITEL ON COLLINS in the heart of Melbourne
itSMF Australia shook things up in 2016 with an

greater value and resiliency. Our members

invigorated approach to programming for our

belong to a collective of more than 70,000

national Conference. Given the overwhelmingly

peers, worldwide, connected by a network of

positive feedback from both delegates and

knowledgeable industry experts, best practice

sponsors in 2016, we are confident that you’ll find

resources, and events.

the opportunity to sponsor our 20th annual
national Service Management Conference a truly
valuable one.

Service Management 2017 will bring itSMF
members from around Australia, and across the
globe, to beautiful Melbourne – where we will

The itSMF is a global community of Service

continue to build on the momentum of greater

Management professionals working to deliver I.T.

community engagement that sparked in 2016.

services to their customers and colleagues with
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TAS

Speaker Submissions open:
January 2017
Early Bird Registrations open:
March 2017
Speaker Submissions close:

April 2017
Early Bird Registrations close:
June 2017
Program Announced:
June 2017
Last date to sign-up as a
sponsor:
Friday 7th July 2017
Workshops:
Tuesday 22 August 2017
Conference:
Wed 23—Thu 24 August 2017
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Meet the 2017
Conference Committee

TAS

Aprill Allen
National Events Director

Brian Jennings
Board Director, itSMF Australia

Peter Tonkin
State Branch Chair, VIC

Carolyn Keegan
State Branch Chair, ACT
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Bradley Busch
Chair, itSMF Australia

Janet Holling
Deputy State Branch Chair, VIC

Alan Hollensen
CEO, itSMF Australia

TASTake advantage of the early bird
Sponsorship Opportunities
CLICK HERE for details
or contact
alison.tucker@itsmf.org.au
03 9879 5466
Become a sponsor of Service Management 2017 to:

Connect with Australia’s leading organisations
Demonstrate your leadership in the Service Management arena
Strengthen relationships within the Australian Service Management community
Gain extensive branding opportunities before, during and after the conference
Meet and attract high-quality candidates to join your organisation
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Authors: Chris Morrison
& Rachel Seaniger

Accelerating digital
transformation through
implementing a DevOps capability
It’s no longer a question of whether an organisation should shift to the digital economy, but rather when
and how fast. This premise may seem blunt or threatening, but any softening of the importance and
urgency of this message only masks an organisations’ biggest fears: loss of relevance and viability.
DevOps plays a pivotal role in enabling strategic and operational outcomes for not only IT, but the entire
organisation, and its customers, both of whom depend on, and expect, this level of service delivery.
However, how to implement DevOps to achieve the potentially game-changing benefits on offer, without
burning resources and further fatiguing hard-working staff?
Here are some practical, quick win recommendations, and an implementation framework with a
structured approach to ensure your DevOps journey commences, or adjusts course as necessary, in the
right direction to most benefit your organisation and stakeholders.

A workable Definition:
“DevOps represents a change in IT culture, focusing on
rapid IT service delivery through the adoption of agile
and lean principles in the context of a system- orientated
approach. DevOps emphasises people (and culture) and
seeks to improve collaboration between the Operations
and the Development teams.
DevOps implementations utilise technology, especially
automation tools that can leverage an increasingly
programmable and dynamic infrastructure from a life
cycle perspective.”
But DevOps is not where we need to start. Where we
need to start is “Why?”
Context and a brief history initiate the cue for DevOps to
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enter this conversation.
The problem statement involved a trifecta of common
and significant organisational challenges. How can
medium to large scale public and private sector
organisations improve their ICT services and delivery
capabilities to:


enhance the customer experience?



decrease time to value?



increase their capacity to innovate?

There’s no magic bullet solution to this problem – unless
by ‘magic bullet’ you mean a ‘transformative quest’.

THE RISE OF DIGITAL DEMAND
The global change in customer preferences, from
personal contact to digital interactions, has profound
implications with pervasive reach
Citizen and customer preferences continue to evolve
and they don’t just want, they expect, all services they
consume – whether commercial or government – to be:


Simpler: minimal learning required



Faster: minimal investment of time and effort required



Humanised: citizen/customer-centric experiences
that enrich the value to the user.

employee motivation and commitment,
‘firefighting’ and more proactive work

WHO BENEFITS FROM DEVOPS?
Of notable interest are the seemingly co-incidental
by-product benefits created across a range of
stakeholder perspectives:


Omni-generational customer benefits: building
systems for a diverse range of people, regardless of background, age and IT literacy.



Strategic benefits:
 private sector: capture and retain market
share in a dynamic and highly competitive
world

CUSTOMER PREFERENCES AND
TECHNOLOGY: A DISRUPTIVE
COMBINATION
Combine
these
preferences
with
empowering
technological advances in applications that are lowering
the barrier to entry, and suddenly competition has
intensified. They’re disrupting organisations by forcing
them to take three goals extremely seriously:
1.

Customer-centricity:
the customer’s digital
experience creates ripple effects through the
value-creation chain

2.

Decrease time-to-value: the market value of
functionality decreases every day after an idea is
approved.

3.

Capacity for innovation: modern business
problems require novel solutions developed within
a collaborative culture.

Leading, innovative organisations take these goals very
seriously, and prioritise their resources and capabilities
accordingly.

SO, WHERE DOES DEVOPS COME
INTO IT?
An effective DevOps capability has the most significant
influence on those three goals that enable digital
transformation. This is not widely understood due to the
lack of alignment, collaboration and integration between
‘the business’ and ‘IT’. Because of the way information
and technology can now be leveraged, DevOps is a
pervasive enabler, potentially empowering everyone in
the organisation, and every customer.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF AN
EFFECTIVE DEVOPS CAPABILITY?
Many
organisations
that
have
successfully
implemented DevOps are enjoying a competitive
advantage, significantly faster feature time to market/
users, increased customer satisfaction, increased
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less

 public sector: enabling citizens to get on with
the business of growing the nation through
services that are quick and easy to deal with


Financial benefits: delivery of more value with
less resources through the power and
efficiency of task, workflow and process
automation



Individual benefits: motivate and empower
individuals
through
strengthening
the
connection
between
daily tasks
and
customer impact, an increasing autonomy, skill
variety and feedback via the collaborative
approach

PROBLEM
Just like a doctor doesn’t recommend a prescription
before correctly identifying the root cause of a
patient’s symptoms, the same concept applies in an
organisation.
Without a deep understanding of a problem, every
‘solution’ will likely address issues that are either
misguided or lack relevance to an organisation’s
core goals

TWO HALLMARKS THAT
DIFFERENTIATE DEVOPS
LEADERS FROM LAGGARDS
DevOps Leaders deploy faster and more regularly
than everyone else
Flickr described how they did “10+ Deploys Per Day”
in 2009 and Amazon became a DevOps poster child
in 2011 when they stated “Amazon deploys new
software to production every 11.6 seconds, and
deploys up to 1,000 times in a single hour”. Flickr’s
DevOps transformation led to a 10x decrease in
development cycle time.
Pause and reflect on this critical metric for your
organisation: what is your application deployment
frequency?

APPLICATION DEPLOYMENT FREQUENCY
Annually

Biannually

Monthly

Quarterly

Weekly

Daily

(and 2 per cent release many times per day)
~78 per cent release either once a month, quarter or
every 6 months, and only 12 per cent of organisations
release once a week or day, and only 2 per cent
release multiple times per day. This causes significant
frustration for the customer and business given the
delay between feedback and functionality changes going live. Not to mention the minor issue of costs.

2.

Systems Thinking

Systems thinking is to DevOps, what a network is to a
computer.

When it comes to implementing a DevOps capability,
most laggards are likely to fall into one of two
categories in pursuing a DevOps change initiative,
either they:
1.

have tried to implement DevOps in some form,
but failed to sufficiently demonstrate success and
deliver benefits.

What really matters is understanding the implications of
two fundamental constants: complexity and dynamism the basis of systems thinking as a way of understanding
complex systems – such as organisations.

This is difficult to grasp from words alone. A traditional
structural perspective versus an open systems
perspective of an organisation, might look like this:

are really excited by DevOps, but don’t know
where to start, OR

SYSTEMS THINKING
Instead of looking at your organisation through this lens

FUFU FF
U
U

you might look at your organisation through this lens …
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CEO

Ca-

Figure 2: A visual analogy for systems thinking.

How does systems thinking relate back to
DevOps?
A systems thinking approach enabled us to both diagnose
why many organisations have failed to implement DevOps,
and also led us to a solution.
There are many technology vendors offering ‘DevOps’
applications often marketed alongside some magic bullet
narrative: “This tool will solve your problem and deliver
these benefits”. An under-appreciation of how all enablers
must mutually reinforce one another is at the heart of failed
DevOps implementations.

UXC DEVOPS CAPABILITY MODEL
PRINCIPLE OF ALIGNMENT
The central principle of the capability model is the
principle of alignment (congruence) which states:
there is more value created with overall alignment
than local excellence. Alignment then translates into
desired behaviours that significantly influence organisational performance and culture. The goal is to
achieve the highest degree of alignment between all
levers in the model

SOLUTION
Our goal was to develop an integrated Devops
implementation methodology with a holistic approach.
We adapted and integrated several principles,
concepts,
models
and
methods
from
change
management and organisational sustainability theory with
COBIT®
and
ITIL®
to
develop
a
DevOps
capability model. It demonstrates a holistic view of all key
aspects of DevOps.
The model can be understood at three levels using the
analogy of levers that can be used:
8 Primary enablers: developed by adapting and
expanding COBIT® enablers and McKinsey 7-S Model
24 Secondary enablers: three specific aspects per primary
lever, which holistically represent the specific combination
of sub-capabilities most relevant to an effective overall
DevOps capability
Flow of Value: all sub-capabilities contribute to the five
central value propositions of DevOps.
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VALUE
Reduced downtimes
Lower operational costs
Faster feature time to market
Increased customer satisfaction
Continual learning
& improvement

IMPLEMENTING THE DEVOPS
CAPABILITY MODEL

individuals, teams, units and broader functional
areas as the cornerstone of collaboration.

3.

Culture, Ethics & Behaviours
The number one reason change initiatives fail is because
the change did not include a change in culture. Based on
our experience, we’d expand that to: and where a change
in culture was attempted, it was under-estimated and poorly
implemented.

Policies & Frameworks

1.

No Siloes: run surveys, workshops, interviews,
conversations with executives, managers and staff to
identify the two to four cultural assumptions that most
need to change to achieve collaboration.

2.

Trust and Respect: train, coach and mentor staff
in
values-based
communication
and
fair
process. Resolve conflicts fairly, quickly and
effectively. Accept conflict as an expected part of the
conversations.

3.

Incentive and Responsibility Alignment: Create
meaningful recognition awards for those employees
(including leaders importantly) that are genuinely and
regularly demonstrating the desired performance and 3.
behaviours.

There are three aspects that need to be either
integrated into existing policies and frameworks, or
implemented from scratch.
1.

Agile Development: adopt Agile practices to
clearly define sprints and empower teams to
continuously replan their release to maintain the
market relevance of the product.

2.

ITSM CSI: continual assessment of the
current situation against business needs ensures
opportunities are identified to improve service
delivery and provision for customers.

Organisation
An assessment, contextualised by key contingency factors
such as:
1.

Organisation Structure: analyse and update
organisational structures and individual and team
incentives to optimise for flow, collaboration and
feedback.

2.

Job and Team Design: analyse and improve the
extent people are experiencing meaningfulness
(variety, part of a whole piece of work, degree of
impact on other people), autonomy and feedback
from their jobs.

3.

Coordination and Integration Mechanisms:
challenge assumptions relating to the balance of
mechanistic versus organic style, and the degree of
centralization formalisation required, for all meetings
and reports produced.

Principles
All organisations have espoused principles and values, but
what’s missing is translating those into simple messages
that underpin people’s day-to-day focus and interactions.
The following three principles are most important for
DevOps.
1.

2.

Systems Thinking: adopt a systems thinking
perspective that acknowledges a complex and
dynamic environment. Focus on the points
biggest pain point or choke point within the
system

Lean Change: select, apply and tailor
innovative practices from the Lean Change
methodology. Lean Change Leverages Agile,
Lean Start Up and traditional Organisational
Change Management to effectively manage
change at speed.

Tools, Infrastructure & Applications
It is necessary to engage enterprise architecture to
define how the existing baseline data, applications,
technology and service architectures can be adjusted
into a DevOps-friendly architecture. We advocate
application of best practices for these specific aspects,
including ITIL®, COBIT® and TOGAF.

Processes
ITIL and other best practices still offer valuable and
relevant solutions, however organisations need to
critically review their approach to processes, throw out
the traditional, heavy templates and start from scratch
to re-design processes to align to the velocity and
organic nature DevOps calls for.
1.

Monitor, Support and Improve: acknowledge
the importance of operational management,
hosting, delivery, service, support, monitoring
and improving services after ‘go live’.

Continual
Learning
and
Experimentation: 2.
Managers must demonstrate their appetite for
appropriate risk-taking. Improvements must be 3.
recognised and celebrated regularly.

Development: review the existing software
development lifecycle framework and processes.

Feedback Loops: design, implement and
continually reinforced feedback is critical between
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Test, Release and Deployment Management:
adopt best practices from ITIL here. Warning large, heavy process documents do not change
daily behaviours.

Information
It’s not financial capital or organisational capital that
make the difference in the contemporary world, it’s the
capacity to create and manage knowledge.
1.

Metrics: Collecting data from all the tools and
processes is the easy part - invest time and effort
in defining 3-5 key metrics per team.

2.

Social: as innovation requires less formal
conversations, implement and encourage use of
social applications that facilitate open dialogue
that span geographic location, function and time.

3.

Functional
and
Technical
Configuration
Knowledge: create knowledge bases that

support DevOps staff to make better decisions
at all stages of the pipeline.

PROGRAMMING DEVOPS
Implementation of the DevOps capability model
requires an integrated approach as comprised of
smaller projects. In addition to the model, the program
requires strong leadership, a DevOps evangelist and
complementing communications.
Here is a generic roadmap to show how all the
enablers need to come together visually for a typical
medium to large-sized organization

SAMPLE DEVOPS CAPABILITY IMPLEMENTATION ROADMAP

Implementing the capability model using a structured and iterative approach enables continuous improvement and
maturity of a DevOps capability
champion the initiative. Look for where the
RECOMMENDATIONS: WHERE TO
energy is, and start there.

START

The biggest challenge with any change initiative is
generating and sustaining genuine momentum.

2.

Automate one task in the deployment
pipeline that saves someone time: if you’re
able to save 15 minutes a day, you’re helping
people spend time innovating.

3.

Starting experimenting: if you believe you
can add value, influence your manager.

7 QUICK WINS
1.

Generate conversations about DevOps: start
talking with like-minded folk who might help
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4.

Run a Lean Coffee session on DevOps: post a
time for people to come, ask people to write topics
they’d like discussed on post-it notes, ask the
group to vote (two pen dots per person), tally the
dots, pick three to five of the most voted topics and
time-box each topic for three to five minutes. Use
a Kanban board with “To Discuss”, “Discussing”
and “Discussed”.

5.

Start an internal online DevOps social group: if
you have an application, such as Yammer.

6.

Identify any existing love between Dev and
Ops: find a handful of DevOps converts. Start a
Kanban of ideas on getting the DevOps ball rolling.
One approach: ‘act first, ask for permission later’.

7.

Learn from others: get in contact with others
who have already started the journey.

The single most important things are to start talking,
demonstrate value as quickly as possible, and then tell
others to generate further momentum .

FINAL THOUGHTS
We hope you’ve enjoyed our perspectives on
DevOps. We believe a deeper understanding of its
context and history provide insight into key
implementation problems, and avoidable mistakes.
By approaching DevOps from a
we believe our capability model
to common implementation
contribution to the collective
DevOps community.

holistic perspective,
provides an answer
problem and a
knowledge of the

We wish you good luck for your DevOps
implementation and journey in transforming into a
digital business.
You’ve started on the quick wins … what next?
Organisations can dramatically increase the
likelihood of sustaining a DevOps initiative over the
long-term.

SUMMARY
DEVOPS IS A CULTURAL MOVEMENT
DevOps is primarily a cultural movement. It involves
behaving and doing things in a very different way than
the traditional practices many organisations have been
comfortable with. Expect some people to jump on board
and be singing DevOps praises almost immediately,
while others will be more reserved and a minority will
never buy into it.

DEVOPS CALLS FOR A NEW
APPROACH
DevOps requires rolling out change with an approach
that matches it essence – people-centred, feedbackdriven and agile whilst seeing the organisation from a
systems perspective.
There is no room or time for protecting your position by
keeping knowledge in your head or bagging out the
Development Team when things are not going well.

PATIENCE AND PERSISTENCE ARE
NECESSARY VIRTUES
Achieving a culture where DevOps is humming along is
not going to happen overnight but over time culture
change will reach a critical mass. The platform for this is
high levels of trust, collaboration and transparency
equally across IT teams and the business.

LEAN PRINCIPLES
It’s neither feasible nor necessary to ‘boil the ocean’. The
principles of Lean are all about understanding the critical
pain points specific to your organisation and focusing on
them.
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Brad Schimmel—Service Pioneers Pty Ltd

It’s Tuesday 10th November, 2016. At 8am NY Time, the entire US
population wake up and they’re all in the IT Service Management
business. Every adult has ITIL Foundation and every child is learning to
sit the exam. Add to that, the most popular field of specialisation by far
is Problem Management. Every time an unexpected bad thing
happens, complete strangers congregate to conduct a root cause
investigation.
None
of
this
of
course
stops
the hundreds of millions of ITSM voters vote for?
world’s richest democracy from holding its Donald Trump, of course. Forget about the
Presidential Elections on this very day.
polls and customer satisfaction surveys.
There are 2 candidates: Hillary Clinton of the
Democrats
has
exhaus tive
policies,
processes and procedures. She represents a
solid team with an 8-year track record in fixing
things as managed by the world’s most
c omprehensive
Service
I mprovement
Programme.

And here’s why…

The people know about the exhaustive
Service Improvement Programmes run over
the last 8 years by the Democrats. The
people acknowledge it does stuff and keeps
people busy, but rarely – and here’s the point
– does it makes a real difference to the
people.
As seen in Melbourne’s Bansky
It has clearly stated activities and owners to depicting a beggar on the street “keep your
benefit everything from teacher’s dress coins, I want change”.
standards at public schools to the regulation of
And despite the country running efficiently
imported roasted sunflower seeds.
across all 26 ITIL processes, there’s simply a
The Republicans have of course Donald Trump, deep dissatisfaction about where the
who presents a big bang vision that’s popular nation is heading.
with the voters he needs.
He calls it a
In fact, there’s an unmentioned wisdom in
Movement.
It’s unashamedly brash and
society that despite the investment over
divisive. He has no policies per se, instead, his
generations in how things are done, the
message is rooted in what people want to hear
only way to make things better is to shake
and feel. It’s the what and why, not the how.
things up, even if it risks making them worse.
So let’s take a look at voting day - who do our See ‘To Make Things Better Try Making Them
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Worse - the paradox that reveals our real
strength’, New Scientist, January 2014, for
research and examples on this concept in
action.

It’s time we elevated ourselves above how
things are done, take leadership roles
and
contribute
to
painting
the
organisation’s vision and mission.

So what’s the point? A clear vision, a dream, a
promise - the ‘what’ - will always trump the
‘how’.

After all, Trump’s biggest challenge is no
longer creating the vision. It will very soon
be how to achieve it. So let’s actively
contribute to the vision, because there’s
no
one
better
than
IT
Service
Management professionals to make it
happen.

From my experience, IT Service Management
hasn’t exactly set the scene creating and
selling the blue sky dream, after all we
reasonably expect our CIO to set a strong
vision and strategy. (According to a Harvey
Nash CIO Survey 2013, in their presentation
‘Attributes of the Naked CIO’, the single biggest
expectation of a CIO is to ‘Set a strong vision /
strategy’.)
IT Service Management is too often lost in the
organisation because we are part of the how.
However, despite being part of the how team,
surely this hasn’t diminished our creativity and
ability to see and paint the big picture?
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Traditional software asset management is no longer good enough
– and the Cloud is to blame.
If traditional software asset management solutions
were to go to school and had to undergo a PISA test,
they wouldn’t have a chance, because they are not
able to master the new and increasingly important
‘Cloud’ subject.

authorized by the corporate IT department, such an
approach bears many hidden risks, including potential
breaches of contract or privacy infringements.

More than 70 percent of businesses with 500 and more
employees are already using Cloud solutions. In the
wake of significant Cloud growth rates and according
to Gartner, by 2017, employees in 75 percent of
organizations will use SaaS applications without the
company’s authorization and control. Obviously,
companies are facing major Cloud challenges and it
would be highly dangerous to slacken the reins.

IT, on the other hand, is also facing challenges, because
buying SaaS applications is nearly as easy as buying
pencils. Users from all lines of business do not need any
IT know-how to engage in contractual obligations with a
provider and gain access to an application. Once such
access is available, they map their own processes
and information, bypassing corporate software
procurement. This might be an issue for the helpdesk,
since the IT department is expected to provide support
in any case when application problems occur.

Managing the mixed log-in salad
While it is highly comfortable for users to work with
software from the Internet, we should not ignore
related disadvantages. Users’ browser access is not
based on single sign-on, which means that users need
to know the log-in credentials for each SaaS
application and must manage a variety of Internet
addresses, user names and passwords. The
company’s IT support team is often not able to help in
case of problems. Since access to the respective
software is individualized and not controlled and
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Nearly as easy as buying pencils

Compliance, privacy, cost risks
However, governance and compliance issues constitute
the most serious problems by far. How can the company
ensure compliance with privacy regulations for
Cloud-hosted applications? To be able to do so, it must
know where data is stored and located, and check
whether the application is used in compliance with
contractual terms and conditions.

The audit risk is underestimated
Many companies think that SaaS applications do not cause
any under-licensing problems, but unfortunately, they are
wrong. The software is operated by the vendor, who
therefore has a clear overview of how the application is
used, which enables them to detect any misuse
immediately – for instance, a personalized access that is
shared with colleagues. Market research company Gartner
positions Google among the top-10 software vendors that
conduct licence audits. Companies that work with a
subscription-based SaaS solution must expect the software
vendor to visit the company to engage in discussions about
the compliant usage of their software, and licence audits
bear significant financial risks for the company.

SaaS is changing
management

software

asset

This situation has a serious impact on software asset
management (SAM) and license management. The Cloud
shifts SAM requirements away from simply counting
installed applications towards controlling and measuring
the actual usage. Cloud computing requires usage-based
analysis to generate cost optimization potential, prevent
any misuse, and avoid financial risks.

Traditional SAM tools will become useless
As a result, Gartner expects traditional SAM tools to
become useless within the next three years, because they
are not able to meet the majority of requirements related
to the significantly increased degree of Cloud adoption!

A SAM tool that is able to master the SaaS
universe consists of three elements:
1. Integration of an identity & access management solution
Effective control is only possible through “encapsulated”
access to SaaS applications, which means that the user
does not know, need not know, and must not know their
own password. Users benefit from this approach because
they don’t need to remember a multitude of log-in
credentials, and they can use applications in compliance
with respective company policies. The company also
benefits because shadow structures are avoided and
Cloud-based software usage can be controlled in
compliance with contractual agreements. This also allows
organizations to receive up-to-date information on how
often licenses are used and which licenses are not used at
all, which brings significant cost-saving potential.
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2. Automated account provisioning
xxxx
Encapsulated integration with the benefits described
above is only possible through automated access
provisioning. Manual integration would be time
and cost intensive, inefficient and error-prone.
Automation comprises the configuration of the SaaS
user account, including password and browser access,
and also the provision of the mobile app which is
normally supplied by the SaaS provider for smartphones
and tablets; these devices use the same access and must
be preconfigured accordingly.
3. Centralized application portal, reports and
dashboards
Users should be offered all SaaS applications from within
a centralized application portal, their “start menu” for
the Cloud. This way, the user will always know where to
find their applications. Cost owners, on the other hand,
benefit from centralized analysis with metrics and usage
profiles that can be used to optimize respective
contracts.

Passing the Cloud PISA test
Cloud-based applications have caused a profound and
alarming change of paradigms for all companies that
have not implemented a SAM solution yet, as well as for
those companies that are actively managing their
licenses already. The Cloud puts processes and tools to
the test!
It is imperative that the IT department takes the reins,
identifies SaaS solutions within the company, sets up
processes, provides an overview of contracts, and also
supplies users with easy access to applications in compliance with license and security regulations and policies.
These steps will generate respective benefits for users,
the IT organization and the whole company, and thereby
successfully passing the ‘Cloud PISA Test’.

Matrix42
offers
MyWorkspace
in
combination with the Compliance Suite, a
modern solution which passes the “Cloud
PISA Test”.
Please visit Matrix42.com to find out
more, and see the Matrix42 Blog for
other articles onCompliance and Managing Apps in the Cloud.
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Agile Project and Service Management 2nd Edition
Delivering IT Services Using ITIL®, PRINCE2® and DSDM®
Author: AXELOS, Dorothy J Tudor
Publisher: TSO (The Stationery Office)
This new edition of Agile Project and Service Management shows how
to integrate three of the top best practice approaches for delivering
business change and managing IT services integrate effectively to add
value to organizations. Based on the updated DSDM Agile Project
Framework®, the PRINCE2® project management method and ITIL®,
the best practice approach for IT Service Management, this publication
shows how to combine these three approaches effectively, and get the
best out of the guidance.
This title supersedes Agile Project and Service Management published
July 2010.

Key features:
The publication has been updated with the newest DSDM
guidelines










Contains a valuable roadmap for using the PRINCE2, ITIL,
and DSDM in a project
Real life case studies from companies who have integrated
all, or some, of the frameworks
Practical guidance, as well as theoretical content
Checklists and lessons learned which can be transposed
directly to the real environment
Describes the issues that arise from implementing each
framework, how they fit together, and their specific benefits
Aligns with ITIL 2011, the latest guidance
The publication has been extensively reviewed by key
experts in project management, ITSM, and agile fields
Uses a fictional company to examine, in detail, the practical
considerations, benefits, and difficulties in implementing
the frameworks
Updated figures and tables throughout

ISBN 9780113314898
For more information: http://bit.ly/2fKYjp6

Advance Notice of Forthcoming
Annual General meeting of
The itSMF International Limited
Tuesday 13th December 2016
Call for Nomination for Election

as Directors of the
itSMF International Limited and
Call for Special Resolutions to
be put to the
Annual General Meeting
For more details
CLICK HERE
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